
Optimize™



2. Choose WORKSURFACES      

A number of worksurface shapes and 
sizes help you configure workstations for 
every space in the office. Complement 
that with Allsteel tables when you need 
to create productive teaming areas and 
conference rooms.

3. Add STORAGE

Optimize offers a variety of hardworking 
storage options to fit different workstyles, 
from overhead bins and mobile pedestals 
to lateral files and personal towers.



Workstations made easier.
Whether you’re outfitting a call center, creating teaming areas, replacing 

a reception desk, or adding new stations for managers, Allsteel can help 

you make the most of your office with Optimize. By bringing together 

panels, worksurfaces, and storage in one cohesive offering, we’ve made 

it easy for you to create efficient, well-designed spaces. All you have to 

do is configure these quality components to fit the needs of everyone in 

your office. Let us show you how.

1. Select PANELS

Optimize panels are available in a 
variety of heights and widths with a 
wide selection of fabrics, so you can 
decide how you want to divide space 
and control privacy.
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Optimize makes a good first impression.

In areas open to the public, choose panels, worksurfaces, and storage to define 
space and keep projects organized. In this reception/shared workspace, a 
transaction countertop welcomes guests and worksurfaces below provide ample 
space for computers and paperwork. Overhead bins with doors and a storage 
tower minimize clutter, while personal files with open storage keep work within 
reach. A lower dividing panel provides privacy without disrupting communication 
among workers.

6' X 7' WORKSTATIONS

Panel fabric: Appoint Walnut, Tango Tequila  Laminate and edge: Columbian Walnut  Paint: Muslin   
Seating upholstery: Chatterbox Mineral  Frame finish: Black   



Reception/Teaming U-Shaped Reception L-Shaped Reception
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We help you put it all together.

An open configuration with lower panels is perfect for people who perform the 
same function and need to share information throughout the day. This call center 
arrangement utilizes tool rails and monitor arms to keep items off the desktop. 
The integrated D-shaped worksurface makes it easy for workers to come 
together to collaborate and then quickly return to their personal work areas.

3' X 6' WORKSTATIONS 

Panel fabric: Appoint Artichoke, Appoint Tumeric  Laminate (edge): Sheer Mesh (Muslin)   
Paint: Brilliant White, Platinum Metallic  Seating upholstery: Appoint Seating Bronze 
Mesh carrier and mesh: Black  Frame finish: Black   



Semi-Private Open Benching 120° Typical
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Make the most of your space.

For people who handle sensitive information or need to concentrate on  
heads-down work, higher panels are the right solution. Optimize panels  
offer glass stackers, so workstations get the benefit of natural light. These  
6' x 6' setups offer tackable panels and open storage above to keep items  
off the worksurface, and pedestals below to keep work accessible.

6' X 6' WORKSTATIONS

Panel fabric: Reflections Moonstone  Glass: Clear  Laminate (edge): Frosty White (White)   
Paint: Brilliant White, Champagne Metallic  Seating upholstery: Appoint Seating Turquoise 
Mesh carrier and mesh: Black  Frame finish: Black



Shared L-Shaped L-Shaped with Personal Tower L-Shaped with Personal File
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As work changes, Optimize changes with you.

Optimize helps workers adjust workstyles throughout the day, from concentrated 
work to team brainstorming. In this team area, each person has ample privacy and 
storage with overhead bins, as well as a spacious worksurface for individual tasks. 
When it’s time to collaborate, a table within the workspace and mobile pedestals 
that double as seating make it easy to come together. A conference table creates 
an adjacent teaming area for spontaneous group meetings.

6' X 6' WORKSTATIONS

Panel fabric: Etch Engrave  Laminate and edge: Beigewood, Loft  Paint: Loft, Platinum Metallic, Silver   
Seating upholstery: Burst Slate, Perennial Lilium  Mesh carrier and mesh: Black  Frame finish: Black   



Teaming with Personal Towers Teaming with Shared Worksurface Teaming/Conferencing
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Creating more or less privacy is easy.

With Optimize panels, worksurfaces, and storage, you can create manager stations 
that feel like private offices. In this configuration, higher panels promote privacy 
along the aisle while frameless glass brings natural light into the space. Plenty of 
enclosed, lockable storage holds sensitive information. A U-shaped worksurface 
arrangement creates a natural conference area to accommodate conversations 
with team members.

8' X 10' WORKSTATION

Panel fabric: Refuge Frost  Glass: Clear  Laminate and edge: Columbian Walnut  Paint: Gunmetal Metallic   
Seating upholstery: Perennial Bellflower  Mesh carrier (mesh): Charblack (Carbon)   
Veneer: Burnished Cherry  Frame finish: Charblack 



L-Shaped U-Shaped Lightscale U-Shaped
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Framed Glass Stackers

Add glass inserts to high panels to create privacy filled  
with natural light. Available in clear or frosted glass and  
in 15" and 30" heights.

Frameless Glass Stackers

Provides division within the workspace while still allowing light  
to shine through. Available in clear or frosted glass and in  
7½" and 15" heights.

Variable-Height Panels

Optimize panels can be configured using varying heights, offering 
an appealing aesthetic that creates a softer, more open look.

Integrating work tools on the panel helps the space work even 
harder and keeps the worksurface clear. 

72" Wide Panel

Our unique wide-panel design creates a clean, uncluttered 
aesthetic without panel seams.

Optimize offers everything you need to create workspaces 
for everyone in your office.

It’s from Allsteel, so you know it’s built to last, easy to install and reconfigure,  
and backed by Allsteel’s Lifetime Warranty.



Optimize Statement of Line

See the Cadence brochure for more information.

Hutches
Flat Doors Tackboard

Cadence is created with worksurfaces, 
supports, modesty panels, end panels, 
and brackets. It’s compatible with storage 
components from both the Essentials™ 
and Align™ collections and integrates 
with Optimize panels.

CADENCE® FREESTANDING DESKING

Extensions offers a complete selection of technology support, lighting, and organization options.  
See the Extensions brochure for more information.

EXTENSIONS™ WORK TOOLS

MERGE® TABLES

Adaptive Power Bay™ Standard Lift & Release™ 
 Round Square Conference Arc Oval Rectangle

Adaptive tables available with X base and casters only. Power Bay tables available with T base and glides only. Lift & Release 
height-adjustable legs available with glides or casters. See the Merge brochure for more information. 

AWARE® TABLES

Pedestals        Mobile Pedestal Tops
Freestanding Mobile Suspended Worksurface Support Steel Laminate/Veneer Seat Cushion

Personal Towers Combination Files Storage Cabinets Laterals

Front Access Side Access 5-High with  
Hinged Doors

5-High with 
Open Shelves

3-High 5-High 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-High

ALTITUDE® HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TABLES

2-Stage Electric/
Rectangle

Corner Cove 3-Stage Electric/
Rectangle

PANELS

Tackable Acoustical Non-Tackable Tackable Quarter-Glazed* Stacking** Doors  
  Framed 

Glass
Frameless 

Glass
Fabric  Hinged Sliding

Panel heights: 35", 42½", 50", and 65"    Panel widths: 24", 30", 36", 42", 48", 60", and 72"
Panel heights available in 50" and 65" only.     
Framed glass stacking heights available in 15" and 30". Frameless glass stacking heights available in 7½" and 15" only. Fabric stacking height available in 15" only.

WORKSURFACES

Primary Bow-Front Corner with  
Straight Edge

Corner with  
Radial Edge

Corner Cove Corner Shelf Peninsula

P-Shaped Peninsula Jetty Boomerang Reef Wave Quarter-Round D-Shaped

Dual-Surface 
Rectangle 

Dual-Surface 
Corner 

60° Pie

COUNTERTOPS

Straight Corner

Secondary worksurface also available. 

STORAGE

Overheads Bookshelf Bookcases Cubby Personal Files
Flipper Door Hinged Door Sliding Door 2-, 3-, 4-, 

5-, 6-Shelf
Shown mounted beneath 

secondary worksurface
2-High

Receding door overhead also available.

C-Leg Options

* 
**

T-Leg Options

Rectangle Trapezoid Crescent Polygon Half-Round Pie Connector*

 

All Aware tables except for nesting available with casters or glides. Nesting tables available with casters only.  
See the Aware brochure for more information.
Pie connector table attaches with brackets.*



Flat metal top and end trim

Internal panel leg with leveler

Four-sided welded steel frame

Metal base cover

Metal lay-in cabling tray

Sound-absorbing fiberglass 
surrounding both sides of a 
center core

Behind the style, you’ll find built-in quality.
Optimize panels make the most of the finest materials, so your investment will 

stand the test of time.

Optimize is certified SCS Indoor Advantage™ 
Gold and level® 2, providing a safer, healthier 
indoor environment.
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©2015 Allsteel Inc. 
Allsteel, Altitude, Aware, Cadence and 
Merge are registered trademarks and 
Align, Essentials, Extensions, Lift & 
Release, Optimize and Power Bay  
are trademarks. Indoor Advantage  
is a trademark of SCS Global Services.  
level is a registered trademark of  
BIFMA International.
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This FSC-certified paper 
contains 10% post-consumer 
recycled content.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761-5257

allsteeloffice.com

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by 
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years  
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.

Learn more about Optimize
Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffice.com. 
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture 
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. 
Optimize is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2 
certified product.


